2011 vintage

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

93

The name comes from the fact that this vineyard was once
a truffle bed, high up the slope of Puligny-Montrachet. The
wine shows wood, attractive fruitiness and layers of spice
and almonds. It is rounded, the soft texture balanced by
acidity. Drink from 2016.

93

In this generous and opulent wine, weight and richness
accompany acidity and power. Ripe yellow and white
fruits are given a touch of spice and new wood. It’s gorgeous, but will be better after aging. Drink from 2018.

93

From the village of Blagny, considered part of Meursault, this full, rounded wine has a generous character,
full of ripe fruit. It is given a crisper side by good acidity, and shows both freshness and weight at the end.

94

This very mineral wine comes from the Grand Cru that is situated in the village of Chassagne-Montrachet. That gives it
weight and power as well as a textured character. It’s tight,
packed with citrus as much as yellow fruits, and needing
many years to age. Drink from 2018.

91

Ripe and structured, it has the weight and broad feel of a
Chassagne-Montrachet. Firmly textured and concentrated, it
also shows soft fruitiness. The power will keep it aging well,
so drink from 2017.

91

While this wine demonstrates the telltale cool element of the
appellation, it also offers ripe fruit, pear and peach flavors
lightly layered with wood. The wine is crisp at the end, with
a mineral aftertaste. Drink from 2016.

90

From a small parcel at the base of the hill of Beaune, this
is a delicious wine with a touch of vanilla. It is rounded,
smooth and rich, bringing out both fruit and toasty wood
flavors that are integrated well. Drink from 2016.

89

This attractive village wine has ripe fruits as well as a more
steely texture. Wood flavors give smoothness that rounds
out the wine and enhances the yellow fruit flavors. Drink
now.
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